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Coleman 8 person tent instant

Below, we did a full review of the Coleman 8 person instant cabin tent. We gave a healthy discussion about the various factors of the coleman 8 person instant cabin tent. In fact, there are two versions of this tent available – 14 feet x 10 feet and 14 feet x 8 feet. The difference highlighted between them beyond the
dimensions of the floor is that the 14-foot x 10-foot version is a single-layer tent and you can buy another fly for more water resistance because the fly is integrated. On the other side, the 14-foot x 8-foot version comes with a rainfly. Below, we will discuss the coleman 8 person instant cabin tent 14 feet x 10 feet version.
1. Tent configuration The coleman configuration of eight people of 14 feet x 10 feet is an instant configuration tent. In the packed carrying bag, its dimensions measure as 47 in x 10 inside or we can say 120 cm x 25 cm and weighs around 36.3 lb ie 16.5 kg. Therefore, first, you will need to analyze the space in your car. If
the car is totally full of campers and other camping stuff, then it will be a good option to put the tent on the roof of the car. Obviously, it's not a light tent. You will need a means of transport as a car to take the tent with you to the destination of the camp. On the other hand, you will need to ensure that the car is accessible
to the destination of the camping or not. As we have already revealed it is an instant camping tent. Therefore, the frame is pre-attached to the tent and the main poles are telescopic. For brief information you can check HERE The instant tents in the cabin are good for camping? You just need to unfold the tent and extend
its telescopic poles until you hear a ticking sound and the button appears on the pole, which means that the telescopic pole is fully extended. The tent setup procedure is so easy and fast that few people can set up this tent in two minutes. We can say that if you are camping for the first time with your family on summer
vacation, then you can reliably select the coleman 8 person instant cabin tent 14 x 10 ft 2. Structure At the completion of the configuration, you have a very high tent. Obviously, because it's a cabin-style tent. This looks like a giant spider-like structure, as there are six spider legs like poles. They all converge to the central
point of the roof. The tent looks really cool and awesome. It is a single layer structure. Maybe the fly is embedded. The best part is that it is a tent of autonomous structure. You can set it on any terrain and you can also move either back or even change the direction of the tent as you like. Face lines and stakes are
included and it is always best to perfectly place the tent on the floor for stability. There are two doors available in the tent. Both doors with mesh and panels and with different designs. One is a D-shaped door and the other is a T-shaped inverted zipper They are huge enough that you can easily get in and out of the tent.
You can also check out the coleman weathermaster tent 10 articulated people where two doors are also available and one of them is a hinged door. When you look around there are seven huge windows around the tent. They are knitted, zippered and rain protection panels. The maximum height of the tent is 1.80 m,
which is about 1.96 m. Therefore, campers can stay comfortably inside this tent of instant family-style cabin configuration. In addition, there is a room divider available that becomes very useful when you have to separate a large and spacious room into two different rooms. The room divider attaches to the side walls
through some alternators and loops. It has a central zipper and can be rolled up and fixed on the ceiling. 3. Person capacity When you have completely launched the Coleman 8 person instant cabin tent, then you have floor dimensions like 14 feet x 10 feet or we can say 4.3 m x 3 m. The declared accommodation of this
tent is up to eight people. Let's find out the reality. It offers 140 m², i.e. 12.9 m².m. tent floor area. Therefore, you have 17.5 square meters or we can also say 1.61 m².m. floor area per person. You should keep in mind that there is no external point option available here. This tent does not offer the vestibular area. The tent
is huge enough to accommodate two full-size queen beds. As we have already said, a room divider is also available that separates a large spacious living room into two different rooms. Therefore, room dividers work as a great option for improving privacy when there are two couples or a group with two different genders
that people are camping together. The huge doors and windows are also close to maintain privacy. If you put two full-size queen beds in each of the two rooms, then there will be no more space inside to keep the camping gears and stuff. Therefore, it will be more preferable to use bunk beds for children and a queen-size
bed. It will keep some space left inside. So the instant eight-person coleman cabin two-bedroom tent 14 feet x 10 feet is a good option for summer family camp, including parents with up to four children. Otherwise, the group is in an outdoor meeting, so you can easily load this tent. Ventilation It is a tent in cabin style, so
we can say that you will not suffer any major ventilation problem. The eight-bedroom coleman two-bedroom tent really is in this statement. There are seven huge windows given to the proper in and out of the air throughout the tent. It becomes very beneficial when you are camping in summers. Windows are with mesh
panels prevent insects, mosquitoes and other external elements. There are two doors also available that you can keep open to improve proper ventilation throughout the tent. These openings also act as a good medium for the entrance of natural light inside the tent. In addition, there are two openings also available. All
this allows proper breathing and the constant flow of fresh air. However, when it is raining outside, then you may encounter some problems. This is a single layer tent and there is no mesh ceiling. You will have to close all openings like windows and doors. Don't worry, they're with rain protection panels, but the fly is
integrated and doesn't provide any vestibule area. You may encounter problems when you have to cook and it is raining outside. Therefore, we recommend not to use this tent in the camping where the rain happens a lot. 5. Weather Resistance The instant coleman 8 person two-bedroom tent cabin 14 x 10 feet is a
reliable three-season tent and comes with heavy materials. This tent is a single type of layer and a built-in integrated fly. You can also improve the impermeability of the roof by ordering and using a separate fly. There are rain protection panels inside all the windows. The mess layer is on the outside and the zippers are
available on the panels. On the outside, flaps are also given. The vertical and horizontal flaps are good enough to withstand a bit of rain and winds. Don't forget this is a tall tent. The walls of the tent are almost two meters long. Therefore, it will act as an obstacle against horizontal winds. This tent is not suitable for high
winds. The 8-room two-bedroom coleman cabin tent can easily sustain in mild weather conditions. If you are planning to camp in the winter season, then we list the best options in the list of the 10 best winter tents with stove. 6. Fabric material The Coleman 8 person family cabin tent is a waterproof tent and there are
durable good quality materials that are used here, which makes it a reliable tent option in light weather camps. The tent floor comes with weathertec's patented system, which means welded floors. Therefore, you can understand how durable the floor seals are because it is a type of plastic welding. The poles are very
durable and heavy. The ceiling poles are 12 mm and the six main telescopic poles are 16 mm. The tent fabric is a durable poly tent fabric double-thickness poly-guard guard. However, we recommend not to use this tent in heavy winter conditions, rainy and windy. Otherwise, it is a high quality option in summer camp. 7.
Storage options and warranty period The 14-foot x 10-foot Coleman 8P cab offers only two small mesh pockets. They are useful for keeping small camping things or other belongings like keys, lanterns, etc. The company gave a year warranty on the coleman tent 8 person Instant. Don't forget the expandable carrying
bag. This expansion of the carrying bag helps a lot when you are in a hurry and don't have much time to pack the tent for as small as possible. In order to facilitate transport, in addition to two straps are also given. How to set up the Coleman 8 Person Instant Family Tent? The configuration of the coleman 8 person tent is
very easy. Follow the images below to set up your tent. Our verdict When it comes to family summer camp, the instant coleman eight people cabin tent performs very well. If we talk about tent space, ventilation, structure, waterproofing, weather resistance and used fabric material, the Coleman 8 person two-room tent 14
feet x 10 feet is counted among the best summer family camping tents. You can also check out the Coleman 6 Person Instant Cabin Tent Review. Don't forget the instant setup mechanism. The frame is pre-connected and telescopic poles are used here. The tent can be easily assembled in two minutes. It is a single
layer tent where the fly is integrated. You can buy and fix an external rainfly to make it more resistant to rain. You need a source of shelter when you go camping. And if you're a large group, you should consider getting an instant Coleman 8-Person tent. I'll recommend five instant tents of capacity for 8 people from the
giant American tent maker. But why buy a Coleman tent and not any other one? Coleman has gained an excellent reputation over the years. Interestingly, it is not only in the manufacture of tents, but also in the manufacture of sports equipment. Generally, Coleman instant tents are comfortable and stylish, but most
importantly, they are built to last. They therefore promise value for money. The American tent maker promises a homely experience when it comes to their tents. Their camping tents are breathable, portable and with multiple storage pockets. The best part is that customer reviews are impressive on Amazon. So customer
satisfaction is in order. My Top 3 recommended Coleman Tents 8 Person 1. Coleman Tent 8 people for camping | Montana Tent with Easy Setup 2. Coleman Elite Montana Tent 8-Person 3. Red Canyon Car Camping Tent 5 Best Coleman 8 People Instant Tents Here are five instant tents of 8 people by Coleman that you
should consider today: 1. Coleman 8-Person Tent for Camping | Montana Tent with Easy Setup The 8-man Montana Coleman Tent with easy setup comes in a conventional dome design that lets you set it up in just 15 minutes. The tent is 16 by 7 feet long and is about six feet tall in the center. This space allows you to fit
three queen-size air beds or eight sleeping bags comfortably. This camping tent employs WeatherTec technology to keep you dry and comfortable. In addition, it comes with a rainfly that further encourages climate resistance. The tent Coleman features an extended awning that provides him with additional shade. In
addition, it has angular windows that encourage ventilation, keeping the rain out. Accessing the tent is much easier as it has a hinged door that you can open and close perfectly. There are several storage pockets inside for your little camping essentials. In addition, it comes with a carrying bag that allows you to keep it
and transport it conveniently. Click here for highlights of the Price Key Design Dome-resistance rainfly Extended awning Angled Windows Multiple Carry Bag 2 Storage Pockets. Coleman Elite Montana Tent 8-Person The Coleman Tent Elite Montana 8-person promises a 15-minute setup, but could also be smaller. It's
the only Coleman instant tent with built-in battery-powered LED lights for night vision. LED lights come with three modes: low, high and night. It is 16 by 7 feet, spacious enough to fit three queen air mattresses. You can also fit eight sleeping bags comfortably. This instant coleman 8 person tent employs the WeatherTec
system to keep you warm and dry. It also has an extended awning to provide you with additional shade and a dry place to keep some essential camping items. Its fabric is 75D polyester which is not only tear resistant, but also easy to clean and weatherproof. It has a hinged door that allows you to enter and exit
comfortably. The camping tent comes with four poles that give it a modified dome shape. It is available in green, blue and black. Click here to get the features of the price key Led Lights recessed Extended hard awning polyester dome design Multiple colors 3. Coleman Tent 8 people for camping | Red Canyon Car
Camping Tent The 8-person red canyon car camping coleman tent is another spacious, weather-endurance tent you'll love. The tent employs a WeatherTec system to keep you dry and comfortable. It has strong wind frames and a waterproof floor. In addition, it has zippered cuffs that protect it from climatic elements and
has a weather resistant fabric. The outer structure is 17 by 10 feet long and is about 1.80 m high in the center. So it's spacious enough to accommodate eight users. In addition, it comes with removable walls (room dividers) that allow you to create three spacious bedrooms. The Coleman 8-Person instant tent is also easy
to set up and usually takes 10 to 20 minutes to do so. Click here for highlights in the price key Three-quarters Strong Structures for the wind The zipper handcuffs waterproof floors of weather resistant fabric 4. Coleman Dome Tent with Screen Room | Camping Evanston tent with Pouch Screened-In The Evanston
Camping Tent with Coleman's Screened-In Pouch also employs the WeatherTec system, as well as the other tents on the list, to keep it dry. His paintings are strong by the wind, and his floors are waterproof. There is also a zipper cuff that also promotes your climate resistance. This camping tent comes in a unique dome
shape and is For 12 feet to fit up to 8 sleeping bags or two queen air beds. It usually takes 15 minutes to set the tent for 8 people, all thanks to its simple design. The tent has an extended awning to provide additional shade and an insect-like screen room where someone can also can In addition, it comes with several
storage pockets to hide small essential items. Click here to get the key price highlights of strong photo frames for wind Shape storage pockets storage extended to awning room 5. Coleman Tent 8 People | Instant Family Tent The Coleman Instant Family Tent of 8 is as easy to set up as the name is suggesting. It only
takes a minute to put it on. The camping tent is 14 by 10 feet long and is about 1.80 m high in the center. This makes one of the best choices for large families. You can fit two queen air beds or up to 8 sleeping bags in the tent. In addition, it has a room divider that allows you to share the space and create a dressing
room. The Coleman 8 person 14 x10 instant tent features large-screen windows that keep insects out and give you a panoramic view of the outdoors. It also has thick waterproof walls that keep the rain out. It enjoys several storage pockets to hide small essential items. In addition, it employs the WeatherTec System to
keep it dry and comfortable. In addition, it comes in black, blue and brown color choices. Click here for the Price Highlights Room Divide Room Pockets Thick and Waterproof Windows Multiple Colors Also Read: Coleman Sundome 4 Person Tent Review Shopping Guide to the Best Coleman Instant Tent 8 People Are
you wondering how I came up with the five Coleman 8 people instant tents? Well, here are the factors I've considered: the fact that we're talking about a tent capacity for 8 people means going for the more spacious option. The tent must accommodate up to eight people in sleeping bags or air mattresses. Speaking of air
mattresses, most of the tents on my list allow you to fit 2-3 queen-size air mattresses. So if you don't mind sharing the bed, then each can occupy 3-4 people. These tents are called instant tents because they should be easy to assemble. However, you have to confirm this. The tents on my list allow you to set up with just
these three simple steps: Unfold the tent Spread it out Fix it on the floor In general, you should take 20 minutes at most to assemble an instant Coleman 8 tent cabin. Also, check for a fall, which should also be stress-free. Although you are outdoors, privacy is of utmost importance. You must have at least one room where
you can change. That's why it's a good idea to consider Coleman tents with bedroom partitions, sometimes known as removable walls. They allow you to create rooms inside the tent that you can use to sleep or change. Remember, room dividers should not be transparent. If they are, then they should come with covers
that you can unfold. Same these tents make up to eight users, they should not be bulky. You should be able to fold and pack it easily. It should also be easy to carry, and that means going for a lightweight option. Also, make sure he with a carrying bag that you can use to carry it by hand. You need to choose an 8-person
Coleman tent that has strong materials to ensure long-term use. Starting with poles and stakes, they must be strong to withstand wind damage. The fabric, on the other hand, should be tearproof. So preferably opt for polyester for its natural strength. Coleman is one of the few tent manufacturers that employ the
WeatherTec system to make their tents weather resistant. The technology is characterized by inverted seams and welded floors. So consider this. The other thing you should consider is a rainfly. It not only protects you from the sun and wind, but also from the cold. The fabric should also be waterproof, and this is where I
recommend polyester. Seeing that you will be camping as a large group, the air quality needs to be fine. This may be the case if there is adequate ventilation. To get started, check for appropriate windows and doors. In addition, look for mesh panels, as they also encourage air circulation. Remember, the more breathable
your tent is, the more comfortable you can sleep. In addition, it protects you from filling-related breathing problems. You need a tent that allows you to hide small essentialitems for camping. So look for an option with multiple pockets. Fortunately, that's what you get from the Coleman instant tents on my list. Read also:
Ozark Trail 10 Person 3 Room Cabin Tent FAQs About The Coleman Instant Tent 8 People 1. What is an all season camping tent? All season tents are camping tents that you can use at any time of the year. They come with mesh panels to encourage ventilation and rainfly to weather bad weather. In addition, the tents
are robustly built to withstand wind damage, and are lightweight to allow you to carry them on your travels. When looking at all these attributes, it is right to argue that the instant tents above Coleman are tents all season. 2. What is the best fabric for instant tents? The tents come in different materials, and one of the best
choices is polyester. The material is lightweight, so it is easily packed and transportable. Polyester is also easy to clean and tends to dry much faster. So you can count on it to keep your camping stuff dry. In addition, the material is accessible. The biggest disadvantage is that polyester can disappear over time. In



addition, it tends to make some noise when the wind blows by being light. Another top consideration is the fabric (cotton). The screen offers excellent insulation and prevents condensation. So it's likely that you'll feel warmer and stay dry in a canvas tent. The fabric is also durable and not Quickly. The downside is that
the screen is slightly heavy and bulky. In addition, it absorbs more, and so it takes time to dry, unlike polyester. You can also consider nylon, which has almost the same properties as polyester. 3. How can I clean my mine Instant tent? Routine cleaning of a Coleman instant tent requires the use of mild soap and water.
You should avoid bleach or any other strong detergent as they can damage and fade the fabric. Also, please do not use an abrasive material to clean it. Instead, use a sponge as it is gentle and does a great job. 4. How can I keep my Coleman instant tent? It would be better if you took care of your instant tent the way
you do your room. To get started, you should clean it regularly. And after cleaning, make sure that the tent sees properly. You should never keep a tent wet as it could easily attract. When opening and closing the zipper, you should do it gently, not damage it. And if you accidentally break the zipper, make sure you fix it. It
is also important not to leave the tent exposed to the sun for too long, as this can damage and fade the fabric. 5. Can I use a Coleman instant camping tent in the garden?  Yes, you can use an instant Coleman tent in the garden. It is essential, however, that you do not leave it out there for too long. While too much sun
can damage and fade the fabric, the rain can leave it moist and attract. The type of material also has a say in all of this. If you go for polyester, for example, then you will have no problems in using the tent in the garden. Conclusion Now you know which instant tent Coleman 8-Person buy. So you can consider all five
options and choose the one that suits you best. If you have a problem deciding, consider my shopping guide. You should be able to buy the most spacious, breathable, portable and weather resistant instant tent. Did you like that review? Share on Pinterest! Pinterest!
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